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The Exact Likelihood for 
a Multivariate ARMA Model 
VICTOR SOLO 
Harvard University 
Communicated by E. J. Hannan 
A number of algorithms are presented for calculating the exact likelihood of a 
multivariate ARMA model. There are two aspects to the algorithms. Firstly, the 
parameterization is in terms of AR parameters and autocovariances. This obviates 
difficulties with initial MA estimates. Secondly, the algorithms explicitly account 
for specification of the lag structure of the multivariate time series. Additionally, an 
algorithm is presented to deal with missing data. The algorithms are, of themselves, 
not new but they have not been applied to likelihood construction in the manner 
discussed here. 0 1984 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This article addresses the issue of constructing the finite data (exact) 
likelihood function for a multivariate ARMA model. The important feature 
is that the parameterization is not by AR, MA parameters but rather by AR 
and certain covariances. 
The point of this is that initial parameters estimates are easily found by 
solving linear equations. In particular an initial spectral factorization to find 
moving average parameters is not needed. The added advantage of the 
parameterization is that it simplifies the specification of the lag structure (in 
the non-block identifiable case). Earlier algorithms of Wilson [ 161 and 
Hillmer and Tiao [4] basically required block identifiability (see below), 
though with some difficulty the detailed lag structure can be allowed for. 
Akaike [ 1, Sect. 51 discussed likelihood estimation but he uses moving 
average parameters. The present algorithm is easily adapted to handle 
missing data time series. Also, an especially rapid algorithm called the Chan- 
drasekhar algorithm is presented for stationary models. The basic algorithm 
derives from a little known reparameterization of the Kalman filter due to 
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Son and Anderson [ 151: it is the covariance (Kalman) lilter (CF); see also 
Rissanen and Barbosa [lo]. 
The paper is organized as follows. First the covariance (Kalman) filter is 
presented. In Section 3 the construction of a Markov model suitable to the 
CF is discussed. The Chandrasekhar scheme is given in Section 4. 
2. THE COVARIANCE KALMAN FILTER 
Consider the time invariant Markov model 
X k+l=Fxk+*k 
yk = c'xk + vk 
(la> 
(lb) 
where wk, vk are white nosies, i.e., an uncorrelated sequence of Gaussian 
random vectors with 
Also, F, C are constants. The Kalman filter (KF) is an algorithm to produce 
the one-step prediction 
Yklk- 1 = E(Xk iv:> 
where y: is the data y ,,..., yk. Alternatively, the KF produces the innovations 
ek =y, - yklk-, . Now the KF is parameterized by F, C, Q, N, R. This is 
unfortunate since in general all the parameters Q, N, R are not identifiable. 
However, in the ARMA case there is a parameterization in which Q, N, R 
represent moving average parameters and are identifiable. However, the 
parameterization used below does not use moving average parameters, rather 
certain covariances. So iterative calculation of initial parameter estimates is 
avoided. In any case there is a parameterization of the KF more suited to 
identifiability; it is the covariance Kalman filter of Son and Anderson [ 151: 
see also Rissanen [ 1 l] and Solo [ 141. A derivation of the CF is given in 
Appendix A for completeness. The algorithm is 
X k+llk=FXklk-I +KkVi?ek P-4 
ek=Yk-C’Xklk-I W) 
K, = E(x,y;) - Fp,C 
v, = E(y,yh) - C'B,C 
p,+ 1 = Fp,F’ + K,V,‘K; 
PC) 
(24 
(W 
166 
with initial conditions 
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X - 0; 110 - P,=o. 
We see that the CF is parameterized by 
F, C, Rx, = E(x, Y;), Ro = E(YoY3 
In the next section we see how these parameters are recovered from certain 
AR parameters and covariances. To assist in this it is worth noting now a 
characterization of F. From Eq. (1 a) we see 
F=E(x k+ 1 x;) [E(xkx;)l - ‘. (3) 
Now it is well known that the Gaussian likelihood is given by (see 
Schweppe [ 121) 
loglik=-nlog2r(-f~log]Vk]-f~e~Y;’ek. 
I I 
So this formula together with the CF is the required algorithm for the finite 
data (exact) likelihood. 
The scalar version of this algorithm has been presented elsewhere: see 
Solo [13]. 
Remark: Square rootfilter. In practice it has been found that the update 
equation (2e) may produce a negative definite covariance Pk. To avoid this a 
square root 9, is propagated so that p, = 9,s; is also positive definite. Morf 
and Kailath [7] have shown how this can be done. The equations are 
v!‘* 0 
i, (-l)lq2Si+i 0 
0 
(-l)‘/’ RJR;‘/* 
Here T, is an orthogonal (e.g., Householder) matrix chosen to produce the 
pattern of O’s on the 1.h.s.: Ri = K,V;“2 so that (2a) is replaced by 
X k+llk=Fxklk-I +ftkv;“*ek. 
Also, Ry’ is any square root of R,. The equivalence of these equations to 
the set (2) is easily established by direct calculation. The presence of (--I)“’ 
does not imply that complex arithmetic is needed. It is only necessary to 
keep track of the real and imaginary columns. 
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3. MARKOV MODEL FOR AN ARMA PROCESS 
Consider the multivariate ARMA process 
A(L) Yk = CCL) ‘k (4) 
where A(L) = C: AiLi, C(L) = 2: CiLi, L is the lag or backwards operator 
Ly, = yk-, and &k is an uncorrelated sequence, and yk, sk are I-vectors. 
Associated with the process (4) is an overall system order 6 called the 
McMillan degree and a lag for each equation pi, i = l,..., I, called the 
Kronecker indices. They are related by zip, = 6. A full discussion of these 
quantities is given in recent lecture notes of the author (Solo [ 141; see also 
Akaike [l] and Hannan [3]). Clearly, p = maxipi; if pi =p for all i the 
model is called block identifiable. 
The overall system order may be found as follows. Consider the sequence 
of Hankel matrices for increasing m 
R:, -.a R;,-, 
where RI = ~!?(y,y\~) = R-i. Then 6 is the value of Rank H, for the first 
index m such that 
Rank H, = Rank H,+i, all i>l. 
Further the first 6 linearly independent rows of H, define the lags pi. In 
practice the linearly independent rows are found by singular value decom- 
position (see Akaike [l] and Solo [ 141). Then a Markov model can be 
constructed for yk as follows. Denote y(a 16) = E(y, ] yt ). First observe that 
the Ii + j row of H,, is 
r;i+j=E(yj(k + i) YF(k- 1)) 
where 
Y-(k) = (Y;-,, Y;-*...., y;-,)‘a 
By iterated conditional expectation this is 
r;i+j=E(yj(k+i]k-l)yY(k-1)). (5) 
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Let the 6 linearly independent rows of H, be 
{r ;i,+j,:u = I,..., 6). 
For instance, if none of the yik, i = l,..., 1, is a white noise, the first I of these 
will be I$, r; ,..., r;, i.e., 
i, = 0, j, = u, 24 = I,..., 1. 
Then introduce the state vector 
Yj,Ck + iI I k) 
5 k+l=xk+llk= i 
L I- Yj,Ck + is I k) 
In view of the comment above we have in the Markov model C = (I,0 . ..) if 
none of the yi, is a white noise otherwise if, say, yiok is white noise then the 1 
in the i, i, position of I, is replaced by zero. The linear dependencies among 
the rows of H, entail linear dependencies among the { y,,(k + i, / k)} which 
yields a relation 
5 ~+II~-I =x/s+Itk-l =Foxk,k-I =F,G. (6) 
However, this gives F since by an earlier characterization 
F=E(5,+,5~)(E(rkr~))-‘=E(rk+1,k-1r~)(E(rkr;))-’=Fo. 
To see how this is actually done a quick discussion of the scalar case is 
given in Appendix B. The scalar case was tr 
Solo [ 131. 
ated in a different way in 
Now to determine Rxy = E(S,&) observe 
R,,=E(t,+,y;)=E(x,+,,,y~) 
I 
Yj,Ck + 4 
=E i 
k) Y; 
1 
= first 1 columns of r’il+il . [ 1 ‘;i,+j, 
Again a more careful and clearer discussion of these issues is given in [ 1, 3 
and 141. 
Remark: Missing data algorithm. The discussion here is exactly as in 
the scalar case (Solo [ 131). The parameterization is still in terms of F, C, 
Rxy, &I* 
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4. CHANDRASEKHAR ALGORITHM 
If the CF or KF produces the one-step forecast for a Markov model the 
model need not be time invariant. If the model is stationary the Levinson 
algorithm produces the one-step forecast. It is possible to combine the 
structure of these two algorithms to produce a fast algorithm called the 
Chandrasekhar algorithm. The discrete algorithm is due to Rissanen [ 1 l] 
and Lindquist [6]: see also Morf et al. [8] and [2 1. The algorithm is 
X k+llk=Fxklk-l +WYh 
ek=Yk-C’xkIk-l 
K k+l=Kk-FTkR;;T;C 
T, = (F - K,V, ‘C’) T,- 1 
V k+l=Vk-C’TkR;;T;C 
R bk+l = R,, + T;CV,;‘,C’T, 
(7) 
with initial conditions 
R,,=V, = R, 
T,=R,.=K, 
X - 0. 110 - 
The difference between this and the OSKF is that the equation for the 
6(6 + 1)/2 elements of pi is replaced by equations for the &+ 1(Z + 1)/2 
elements of T,, Ri. Since usually 1 < 6 this is a large computational saving. 
Note that the parameterization is the same as before. 
Remark 1. Morf and Kailath [7] also provide a square root form of the 
Chandrasekhar algorithm 
where 6 is an orthogonal matrix chosen to produce the zero on the left side. 
Again, no complex arithmetic is needed. Note iti = KiV;“2 so we replace 
(7) by 
X k+llk = FxklR-, + f&V;‘12ek. 
Also, Tit’, = TiR$‘*, 
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Remark 2: Gradient calculation. By using the adjoint variables idea (cf. 
Kashyap [5]) an (approximate) gradient of the likelihood with respect to 
parameters can be generated with little computational effort. Consider the 
maximization problem which approximates the likelihood maximization 
max + (yi-C’Xi)‘V-‘(yi--‘Xi) 
F3~yvRo i*l 
subject to 
A Lagrangian is 
‘i+l = Fxi + V;‘(y, - C/xi). 
9 = f k tr(V;‘e,ef) + 5 r;(xi+, - Fx, - K,V;‘e,) 
1 i=l 
3 dY/dxi = 0 = CV;‘e, + ri- 1 - F’ri + CV;‘K,! = O:r,+ , = 0. 
This first equation is solved backwards: 
dY/dA,, = - t ~‘fP,.~x~ = 0 
i=l 
where P,, = BF/aA Is : it is a matrix of O’s and 1’s. d9/dRXyrs = 0 yields a 
similar (though tedious in extent) set of equations. 
Remark 3. An alternative way to maximize lik is by a cyclic 
maximization procedure. We use the idea that 
rn;;!jk = m;x (m;;fjk) = yax(rnFR lik). 
x. x)’ I, 
For given F parameters we maximize with respect to (w.r.t.) R,, parameters. 
Then we use these values to maximize w.r.t. F parameters, and so on. Each 
maximization increases the value of lik. The maximization w.r.t. F can be 
done by a gradient procedure, the maximization w.r.t. R,. can be done by a 
non-gradient procedure. 
Remark 4. To ensure that F is stable it seems advisable to replace the 
AR parameters in F by generalized partial autocorrelation parameters: see 
Morf et al. [9]. However, how to do this while preserving a Kronecker index 
specification is not clear. 
Note. Remarks 2, 3 and 4 are relevant to the covariance filter as well. 
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF CF 
Since yklk--l = c’x~,~-~ it is natural to derive an algorithm for xklkml. We 
have 
X k+*,k=%k+I Iv:> 
=E(x 1 k-l k+l Yk,Yl > 
=E(xk+l 1 ekd-‘) 
=E(xk+l 1 ek> +E(Xk+I I&‘) 
=Kkv;lek-bE(Xk+l Iy:-‘) 
Kk =E(xk+ le;) 
V, = E(e,e;). 
Now apply the Markov property to see 
~(~k+,/~:-l)=~(~~k+wk~~:-‘) 
= FE(x, I$‘) 
=FXk,k-1. 
We find then the basic equation 
X ktIlk=FXkIk-I +KkVi’ek’ 
Taking covariances gives another equation 
P,, , = Ff’,F’ + K,V;‘K; 
where 
pk+ I = E(Xk+ I,kXk+ Ilk)’ 
Next observe that 
K/c = E(xkt 1bk - “Xk,k-I))’ 
= E(xk+ lJ’;) - Fp,C. 
Since x, y are stationary this is 
K, = E(x, y;) - Fp,C. 
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Finally, we calculate 
Vk = E(ek(yk - C’xklk-A)’ = W,y;) 
= E(y, y;) - C’B, c. 
APPENDIX B: MARKOV MODEL FOR A SCALAR ARMA PROCESS 
Consider the scalar ARMA model 
Yk + a,y,-, + ‘*. +ff,y,_,=&k+C1Ek-,+“.+C~&k-4. 
Bearing in mind relation (4) consider that for j > q 
yk+jlk-1 + alyk+j-lIk-l + ‘*’ +Qpyk--p+jlk--l =‘* 
This leads us to observe 
Thus F = F,. For R,, observe 
‘?%k t 1 yk) = E Y,  = E 
where pk is the autocorrelation of lag k. Thus the parameterization is 
a, ,**-, U,Pl ,..‘, p,,R,. Alternative parameterizations are discussed in Solo [ 131. 
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